1974 corvette hood

Custom Fiberglass Hoods. Our hoods have a smooth finish on both sides, not to be confused
with press-molded. They come with a class "A" finish on both sides with the factory hardware
built into hood for mounting. Also available in Fiberglass. L88 Style hood with our signature
finished backside â€” Mounting Points For â€” Hood Latches. Carbon Fiber parts have to be
clear coated with a high ultra-violet blocking UVB clearcoat. Carbon Fiber Outer Skin Only. Our
67 Stinger XL hood has a smooth finish on both sides, not to be confused with press molded.
Also available in Carbon Fiber. Your hood will come in a hand built crate to ensure a safe
delivery. It will weigh lbs and have handles on each side. This will likely require 2 people to
move. When contacting us for a freight quote please keep in mind the freight company charges
considerable more for a residential addresses and lift gates. Unfortunately, we have no choice
but to pass that fee to our customers. If you require a residential drop off and or lift gate please
let us know so you can avoid additional charges. Note: The pictures of this hood are our
Fiberglass version, however the dimensions are exactly the same. Eliminated factory latches
and made inside uniform for a clean look. Removed bracing. Inner framework is all one piece.
Hood has a smooth finish on both sides, not to be confused with press molded. This hood is
designed for use with a linear actuator. This allows hood to be opened and closed with a motor.
Requires linear actuators with bumper stops or hood pins. Note: The pictures here are of our
fiberglass version of this product. The dimensions are exactly the same whether you order
fiberglass or carbon fiber. Has a smooth finish on both sides, not to be confused with press
molded. We downsized them both for a more balanced look. It will also come with the
reinforcement for the stinger bezel which is optional to use, bezel not included. Long hood.
From , this eliminates your wiper door. To use this hood, you need a windshield. For , you will
also need to change your fender caps. For Hood Support Recommended. Perfect for racers, we
can make just about any hood as just a hood skin. This will be significantly lighter! Necessary
cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only
includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These
cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Home Custom Hoods
February 22, Custom Hoods. Custom Fiberglass Hoods Our hoods have a smooth finish on both
sides, not to be confused with press-molded. Also available in Carbon Fiber Your hood will
come in a hand built crate to ensure a safe delivery. Also available in Fiberglass Carbon Fiber
parts have to be clear coated with a high ultra-violet blocking UVB clearcoat. Carbon Fiber
Outer Skin Only Has a smooth finish on both sides, not to be confused with press molded. Note:
Currently, we only have pictures of this hood immediately after it was taken out of the mold.
Rounded up. Height: 7 in. Length: 66 in. Width: 46 in. Weight: 35 lb. Hood Skin Perfect for
racers, we can make just about any hood as just a hood skin. Product Dimensions. Weight: 14
lb. Xl L88 Hood- 3 inches higher than stock L88! Also available in Fiberglass 3 inches higher
than a stock L88 hood! This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume
you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses
cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these
cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's account is
now active and you're logged in. All available coupons will be applied automatically in your
shopping cart! Select Your Vehicle. Year Carbon Fiber Hoods. Fiberglass Hoods. Hood Hinges.
Hood Pins. By functional, the customer is asking whether the hood is going to add horsepower
to their vehicle by directing the incoming airflow to the vehicle's airbox. The answer is this:
Most of the vented hoods on the market are not functional. They have the scoop built into the
hood, and it's normally an open scoop that indeed lets air into the engine bay, but most of these
hoods do not come with the ducting that is needed to control that incoming airflow and get it to
the most "functional" place to generate more horsepower. That being said, there might be a
small positive effect by simply letting more cool air into the engine bay, even if it isn't directed
There are a few companies who do in fact make functional hoods. Suncoast Creations, for
example, is a company who makes functional ram air hoods that come complete with the intake
ducting to integrate with the hood. We also sometimes get asked by a customer if he or she can
put on a functional ram air hood and work that in conjunction with an air intake. Basically, the
ducting and filter that integrate with the hood is an intake system itself. The reason a person

might want to buy a pin-on hood is that it is substantially lighter than a bolt-on hood. Choose
Your Vehicle:. Heat Shields for Hoods - Presented by Andys Auto Sport Heatshield Products
keep your engine compartment safe, and can even help protect your vehicle's finish. In this
video, we show you how installing a heat shield on your hood can prolong its life and new
appearance. Presented by Andys Auto Sport Installing an aftermarket hood can be tricky, but
we walk you through it in this video. Customer Support. Contact Us. Returns Policy. Terms of
Service. About Us. About Andy's. In The Media. Andy's Parts Smarts. Andy's Auto Sport TV.
Customer Rides. The Andy's Dictionary. Knowledge Base. Sales Programs. Price Stomp. Car
Club Discounts. Wholesale Discounts. Sign Up. Forgot your password? FREE Shipping! Home
Corvette Hoods. Corvette Hoods. Give your Corvette that aggressive look with one of our
custom hoods, splitters, spoilers, side skirts, door and body kits. They must meet up to our
strict quality standards before we will bring them to you. Corvette Hoods Give your Corvette
that aggressive look with one of our custom hoods, splitters, spoilers, side skirts, door and
body kits. Close Filter. Filter Close. Add visual punch to your Corvette with these Hood Stinger
Add visual punch to your Corvette with these Genuine GM Give your vehicle the look of a
custom airbrushed paint These Carbon components are carefully hand-craftedusing only the
finest materials This hood will give any C5 or Z06 a more Give your C-5 a great look with this
Raised Hood Go ahead and pop the hood to show off your Add visual punch to your Corvette
with this One-Piece Genuine This L88 Hood will offer approximately 1'' extra clearance over
These Carbon Fiber components are carefully hand-crafted using only the This is an aggressive
looking hood made of hand-laid fiberglass This High-Rise Hood delivers both fit and function.
Designed to Get the hood of the ZR1 for your Our Carbon Fiber components are carefully
hand-crafted using only the This is the Clear Window Panel that goes in the This is the Seal for
the Clear Window Panel that Close Your cart. Your cart is currently empty. Close Login. Create
account. Member LogIn. Members Area Login. CCC Website Search. Recently Added Content.
Social Media. Keep in touch and interact with other Corvetters -. Like our Facebook Page. Hood
Stuck Shut - C3. Created on Tuesday, 16 November Hits: For both styles used - thru and thru If
you are unfortunate as I was to have your hood stuck shut, then you will really appreciate this
article. Typically when you pull on the hood release handle the hood is unlocked and pops up
as per normal, unless of course the cable snaps and well nothing happens. In my case, this was
even worse as the cable didn't snap and instead the lock release striker got jammed. Needless
to say, the same situation resulted; a hood that will not open. Don't panic, there is a fix and
fortunately no need for any specialized tools. The hood locking mechanism is the same for
corvettes, however, the hood locking mechanism changed for the model years. As such, there
is a different approach required to open the hoods for the different model years. This article will
take you through the process step by using a corvette as an example for the model years. A
separate step by step process will be presented for the model years courtesy of Mid America
Motorworks using a corvette as an example. In addition, several alternate approaches will also
be presented just in case there are some model years that may have slight differences making
one solution more desirable than the other. This article is broken down into three main
sections:. Pictures A1 - D2 provide an overview of the hood latch and hood lock mechanism and
how it operates. Pictures E1 - E3 describe the technique used to unlock the hood this can be
done in under 30 seconds with some practice. Pictures F1 - F2 describe an alternate approach
to solving the problem. Special Notes:. For model year corvettes, you must first remove the
access plate on the drivers side fender first. For model year corvettes Not sure if an access
plate is available to remove on the drivers side fender. If not, refer to alternative procedures or
refer to advice in hood locking mechanism pictures. Tools required for the repair. Rebar that is
a minimum of 3ft long taping is optional to protect your paint. Slot screw driver with an 18 to 24
inch long blade instead of rebar. Overview of hood latch components and under hood
connecting cable. Close up of hood latch on drivers side locked position. Close up of hood
latch on drivers side unlocked position. Push on tang in the direction shown to unlock the latch.
You should notice that by pushing on the tang that this unlocks the passenger side latch as well
via the under hood release cable. Close up of hood latch on passenger side locked position.
Close up of hood latch on passenger side unlocked position. Push on the tang in the direction
shown to unlock the latch. You should notice that by pushing on the tang that this unlocks the
drivers side latch as well via the under hood release cable. Close up of the hood lock pin
assembly on drivers side including the release striker. The release striker is operated by pulling
the hood release handle in the car. The release striker can be moved independently as shown
above. When the release striker is raised up it hits the tang on the hood latch and moves it
forward to unlock the latch. The attached spring ensures that the release striker returns to the
home position. Be very careful not to scratch the paint. You can optionally tape the rebar I did
this. Be very careful when poking a metal object inside the engine compartment especially if the

battery is connected. Close up of the release striker indicating where the rebar or screw driver
end should be placed. This is important when going through the side louver to access the
release striker. Close up of the release striker with the rebar correctly positioned. Push up on
the release striker gently until the striker hits the tang. This will ensure that you are now
positioned correctly. Using a maglite you should be able to see the release striker and tang as
shown. With the maglite and rebar you should be able to position correctly on the release
striker E3. The following alternate procedures will also work provided the under hood release
cable is still working. If the under hood release cable is broken, it might only be possible to
unlock the passenger side hood latch. Release the latch on the passenger side by pulling on the
underhood hood release cable. From under the car you should be able to slide your arm in and
reach the cable. This will take some practice, be patient and take your time. It took me 4 tries
before I was able to do this successfully. Once the passenger side has been released, you can
unlock the drivers side latch as follows:. Place a towel on the passenger side fender by the
hood. Lift the passenger side hood as far as it will go you may need a friend for this. Insert a
screw driver under the side of the hood at 90 degrees about 8 inches from the top. Push the
tang as shown in picture C2 above drivers side latch will unlock. There is an access plug on the
inside of windshield wiper well access plug on firewall. The plug hole lines up directly with the
tang on the passenger side hood latch. If you can get a screw driver in, you will be able to push
the tang to the side. The wipers will need to be parked to do this. If you are one of the lucky
ones with a vacuum operated wiper cowl, this becomes even more difficult. This picture shows
the position of the screw driver if pushed through the access plug hole. Once the passenger
latch is open follow the end steps listed in Alternate Procedure 1 for drivers side. Mid America
Motorworks published a technical article using a corvette as the example for the hood stuck
shut scenario. Located in the windshield wiper well, just in front of the windshield, are two
access ports covered by plastic plugs. These are positioned just behind the hood latches in the
engine compartment. Take a few minutes to check the location of the ports and their positions
relative to the hood latches. In an emergency, you can push a long screwdriver through these
plugs on models and flip the hood latches forward enough to release them. On models, the
hood latches may be tripped by prying the driver's side latch lever to the outside. This should
release both sides, but if it only releases the driver's side, then repeat the procedure on the
passenger's side access port. A Shown here is the driver's side hood latch. Insert a long
screwdriver approx. Push in the direction of the arrows. B Here's a close-up of the drivers side
latch with the screwdriver engaging the slot. If the crossover cable isn't brok
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en, this should pop the hood. If the crossover cable is broken, you will need to repeat the
procedure on the passenger side. The passenger side latch works a bit differently. Insert the
screwdriver to engage the tang shown on the right and lever it down in the direction of the
left-most arrow. C The screwdriver only has to be inserted an inch or so to engage the
passenger side tang. Take a few minutes now to check out these access ports and practice the
procedure. It's much easier to do if you practice with the hood open and get a feel for the
locations and distances to reach these latches. D If your cables are old and looking frayed,
replacement now would be strongly suggested. By learning this simple technique, you just may
"save the day" for yourself or a fellow Corvette owner. Remember, simple maintenance, such as
lubricating and checking the cables for wear will reduce the chance of unexpected failure. Top
of Page. Quick Links. Club Calendar This Month. Upcoming Events. No events.

